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ABSTRACT
A’la, Marisa Umniyatul. 2014. The Differences of Pi’s character between Novel and Movie on
Yann Martel’s and Ang Lee’s Life of Pi. Thesis, English Language and Letters
Department, Humanities Faculity, Maulana Malik Ibrahim State Islamic University,
Malang.
The Advisor: Muzakki Afifuddin, M. Pd
Key words: The development of Character, film adaptation, Psycho analysis.
______________________________________________________________________________
Film adaptation is a displacement of literary work such as novel, short story, comic, game
and other written work to be a film. This action is kind of cooperation between writer and
producer who can outward a new literary work that enjoyed by many people. in this research,
film adaptation is combined with the psychoanalysis theory from Eric Ericson. This present
research aimed to analyze the development of main character between novel and movie titled
Life of Pi. The first problem, researcher focuses on the development of Pi's character in the
novel. The second, researcher continues to the development of main character in the movie. The
third, researcher continues to find the influence of the differences in the development character
between novel and movie Life of Pi.
To answer the problem, the researcher adopts the psychoanalysis from Eric Ericson and
combines it with film adaptation theory. As the researcher knows, film adaptation focus in
analyzing two objects there are written work and film. This theory can use if combined with
other theory criticism. In this research, the researcher combined it with psychoanalysis theory
which told about the development of human character. Method analysis usage is comparative
literature because the data is compared between novel and film.
The findings reveal that there are some differences between novel and movie Life of Pi,
especially in the development of Pi’s character which inspired by psychoanalysis by Ericson.
There are some parts that deleted or added in the movie. It was happened because both novel and
film have their own sight in creating a literary work. Luckily, although there are some
differences between them, they still have many benefit that shown in each literary work.
The researcher suggests the next researchers to study more deeply and focus, especially
to analyze the differences of characters between novel and film adaptation and combined with
Ericson’s psycho analysis. Inasmuch, it will be better and provide more tangible descriptive
knowledge of film adaptation.
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ABSTRAK
A'la, Marisa Umniyatul. 2014. The Differences of Pi's Character between Novel and Movie on
Yann Martel's and Ang Lee's Life of Pi. Skripsi. Jurusan Bahasa dan Sastra Inggris,
Fakultas Humaniora, Universitas Islam Negeri Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang.
Pembimbing: Muzakki Afifuddin, M. Pd
Kata Kunci: Perkembangan Character, Film Adaptation, Psychoanalysis
______________________________________________________________________________
Film Adaptasi adalah pemindahan dari suatu karya sastra seperti: novel, cerita pendek,
komik, game, dan karya sastra tertulis lainnya menjadi sebuah film. Kegiatan ini merupakan
bentuk kerjasama antara penulis dan produser yang bisa menciptakan suatu karya sastra yang
baru yang bisa dinikmati oleh banyak orang. Dalam penelitian ini, film adaptasi dikombinasikan
dengan teori perkembengan karakter dari Eric Ericson. Penelitian ini betujuan untuk
menganalisis perkembangan karakter dari pemeran antara novel dan film yang berjudul Life of
Pi. permasalahan pertama, peneliti fokus pada perkembangan karakter pemeran utama pada
novel. Kedua, peneliti meneruskannya pada perkembangan karakter pemeran utama pada film.
Ketiga, peneliti melanjutkan untuk menemukan keuntungan dari perkembangan karakter antara
novel dan film Life of Pi.
Untuk menjawab permasalahan tersebut, peneliti menggunakan psychoanalysis dari Eric
Ericson dan mengombinasikannya dengan teori film adaptasi. Seperti yang diketahui sang
peneliti, film adaptasi fokus dalam penelitian dua objek yaitu karya sastra tertulis dan film. teori
ini bisa digunakan apabila dikombinasikan pada teori-teori lainnya. Dalam penelitian ini, peneliti
menggabungkan hal tersebut dengan teori Psychoanalysis yang menerangkan tentang
perkembangan karakter pada manusia. Metode analisis dalam penelitian ini mengguanakan
perbandingan karya sastra karena datanya membandingkan antara novel dan film.
penemuan pada penelitian ini menyatakan bahwa ada beberapa perbedaan yang terjadi
antara novel dan film Life of Pi, khususnya perbedaan klarakter yang diinspirasi oleh Ericson.
ada beberapa bagian yang dihilangkan atau ditambahkan pada filmnya. Hal ini terjadi
dikarenakan novel dan film, keduanya mempunyai pandangan yang berbeda dalam menciptakan
suatu karya sastra. Untungnya, walaupun ada beberapa hal yang berbeda diantara mereka,
mereka masih memiliki suatu keuntungan yang ditunjukkan pada masing-masing karya sastra
tersebut.
peneliti memberi saran kepada peneliti berikutnya untuk lebih belajar lebih sungguhsungguh dan fokus, khususnya dalam menganalisa perbedaan karakter antara noveldam film
adaptasi lalu dikombinasikan dengan psycho analysis milik Eric Ericson, karena hal ini akan
menjadikan peneltian tersebut jauh lebih baik dan lebih membuktikan akan pengetahuan
diskriptif dari film adaptation.
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____________________________________________________________________
Film adaptation is a displacement of literary work such as novel, short story,
comic, game and other written work to be a film. This action is kind of cooperation
between writer and producer who can outward a new literary work that enjoyed by
many people. in this research, film adaptation is combined with the psychoanalysis
theory from Eric Ericson. This present research aimed to analyze the development of
main character between novel and movie titled Life of Pi. The first problem,
researcher focuses on the development of Pi's character in the novel. The second,
researcher continues to the development of main character in the movie. The third,
researcher continues to find the influence of the differences in the development
character between novel and movie Life of Pi.
To answer the problem, the researcher adopts the psychoanalysis from Eric
Ericson and combines it with film adaptation theory. As the researcher knows, film
adaptation focus in analyzing two objects there are written work and film. This theory
can use if combined with other theory criticism. In this research, the researcher
combined it with psychoanalysis theory which told about the development of human
character. Method analysis usage is comparative literature because the data is
compared between novel and film.
The findings reveal that there are some differences between novel and movie
Life of Pi, especially in the development of Pi’s character which inspired by
psychoanalysis by Ericson. There are some parts that deleted or added in the movie. It
was happened because both novel and film have their own sight in creating a literary
work. Luckily, although there are some differences between them, they still have
many benefit that shown in each literary work.
The researcher suggests the next researchers to study more deeply and focus,
especially to analyze the differences of characters between novel and film adaptation
and combined with Ericson’s psycho analysis. Inasmuch, it will be better and provide
more tangible descriptive knowledge of film adaptation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of The Study
Film adaptation is a displacement of literary work such as novel, short story,
comic, games and other written work to be a film. This action is kind of cooperation
between writer and producer who can outward a new literary work that enjoyed by
many people. It was beginning in last of nineteenth-Century Europe and in 2013,
58% of the top grossing films in the world were adaptation. Adaptation has always
been central to the process of filmmaking since almost the beginning and could well
maintain its dominance into the cinema’s second century.
Film history was begun with high technological of the equipment that bring
film to be made. So that, the filmmakers become more expert in using this equipment.
Film making begins to develop and grow. It was also the beginning for the industry
that concerns how to produce, distribute, and present the film. As a burgeoning
industry, the respondent of audiences also went up more sophisticated like the
condition of that film itself. It also needed to fulfill the demands and also to challenge
the audiences. (Marry H. Synder). From this situation, we can see many film
adaptations more famous around film lovers. There are many examples from film
adaptation that success in film industry such as: Avengers and Man of Steel were
adapted from comics, I, Robot is from short story, Resident Evil, Tomb raider,
ender’s game are from games, and the famous one is adapted from novel, there are:
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Harry Potter, The Davinci code, Angels and Demons, and one more that make me
very interested to it is Life of PI.
Life of Pi is a novel written by Yann Martel, and filmed by Ang Lee. The
novel depicts the topic of struggle for life and against death in an emergency
situation. It tells about the struggle of an Indian boy from zookeepers family in India
town called Pondicherry who interested to three religions that have relation with the
system of world work that operated by God and inspired from the animals of the zoo.
He is a smart, spirited, and cute boy. Unfortunately, he must immigrate to Canada
because his family was bankrupt. His journey gives a new meaning when his ship
sinks middle of trip. All people were dying except he and some animals likes zebra,
orang utan, hyena and Richard Parker, a 450 pounds Bengal tiger. As he grows with
all his knowledge that he gets from important people around him, he tries to survival
his life from that carnivore animals around 227 days in the Pacific Ocean.
This novel is very popular since the day of realize up to know. It has been
sold more than ten million copies worldwide up to now. Besides, there are many
appreciates that have been accepted by this novel, such as: on 2002, Life of PI novel
got appreciates as Man Booker Prize for Fiction the following year on 2001 and Hugh
MacLennan Prize. It was also chosen for CBC Radio’s Canada Reads,won the 2003
Boeke Prize, a South African novel award. On 2004, it won the Asian/Pacific
American Award for Literature in Best Adult Fiction for years 2001-2003.
On 2012 Life of Pi was released by to be film that produce by Ang Lee in the
same title and based on an adapted screenplay by David Magee, but there are many
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editing that showed in that movie. This film had little different stories from the novel.
In his film, the director told that one day there is a person whose names was Pi, a
smart boy that really interested to the working of the world and God. Here he told
that the one who atheism was his father and there is no Mr. Khumar here. The way of
Pi in interesting of religion also made to be shorter than the novel. Perhaps it was
because the duration was limited and the capacity of players. Ang Lee put a little
romance scene in the part of film to give some diversion to the audience and told that
in seventeenth years old, some young people start to like the opposite sex. Luckily,
this film got a good respond from many people who watched it. It also got some
appreciates are likes: given a wide release in the United States on 21 November 2012.
This film also won four awards from eleven nominations, including Best Actor at the
85th Academy Awards.
As what the researcher said, there are many differences that appeared between
the novel and movie. It happened because film is making to entertain the audiences
and gives them an easy meaning in understanding the story. On the other aspect, the
cases also comes from some conflict that gives the director idea to add or lost some
parts of scene in the films. In other hand, the duration of the film also has a limited
time.
Instead, we never forget that Life of PI appeared from written work that made
by Yann Martel which afterwards developed by Ang Lee to be a famous film in the
same title. It has given a perfect yield for their hard work, because from that literary
work, they got many appreciates, which some of them are from American Award.
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Therefore, it is need to know a little about the biography from both Yannmarteel and
Ang Lee that inspired people to be a successful man of letters.
Yann Martel is a Canadian writer who was born on June 25, 1963 in
Salamanca, Spain. His parents were a span, whose names are Emile and Nicole. They
lived there when Martel's father worked on his doctorate degree. Martel was
graduated from Trent University in Ontario from 1981 up to 1984, and from 1986 to
1987, he was earning a degree in philosophy. He ever works several odd jobs,
including three planters, such as: dishwasher, security guard, and parking lot
attendant before finally he wanted be a writer full-time at his age twenty seventh. He
was an extensively traveler as an adult. he visited Iran, Turkey and spending more
than a year in India. As of 2011 he was based in Montrea, Quebec. From his
travelling Martel can write his first book, a short story titled The Facts behind The
Helsinki Roccamatios (1993). The Journey Prize-winning title story was originally
published two years earlier in the Malahat Review. The stories in the collection deal
with themes such as music, war, illness, grief, and death. His second novel, titled Self
(1996) which told about sexuality and identity. On 2001 he made his famous novel
Life of PI, the story about a son in India's family zookeepers and his journey to
Canada. After success with that book, Martel realized the second of his short story
titled We Ate the Children Last, and on 2010, the third Martel's novel was made by
title Beatrice and Virgil. (Ed. Jeffrey W. Hunter, Literature Resource Center, 2013).
Another inspiration was come from Ang Lee, a Taiwanese film director and
screen writer. Born on 23th of October 1954, in Pingtung, Taiwan, He attended the
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national Taiwan College of Arts in 1975 and then traveled to United States, and
studied in the Illinois about theater directing and film production NYU University.
Lee married Jane Lin in 1982, and they have two children from their marriage. (New
York Times, May 30, 2014).
His debut as a director was begun in 1992, with pushing hands and seizes the
academic award for his next two films, The Wedding Banquet (1993) and Eat Drink
man Woman (1994). The next film was Sense and Sensibility (1995) which given
him an Appreciates an Academy Award for Best Picture. the Ice Strom (1997);
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2002), are the films that made Lee got four Oscars,
four BAFTA Awards, a Golden Globe Award for best director; and Hulk (2003). In
2006, he became the first Asian who got the best Director in Academy Award from
his film titled Brokeback Mountain. On 2007 he preferred to choose directed Se, jie
and Taking Woodstock on 2009. Seven years letters, in 2013, Lee took his second
Academy Award for directing Life of PI, inspired from the best-selling novel by
Yann Martel. He won as the Best Director Oscar for helming a 3-D movie. Except
that, it also picked up the garnered awards for cinematography, score and visual
effect. (Bio, 2014).
1.2 Research questions
From this research, the researcher will focus on three discussions, there are:
1. How is the development of Pi's Characters in the novel Life of Pi?
2. How is the development of Pi's Characters in the novel Life of Pi?
3. How do those differences do influence the developments of Pi's Character?
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1.3 Objectives of the Study
After giving three discussion mentioned before, the researcher wants to tell
about the objective of this study. The objective of this research process includes three
folds, there are:
1. To find the development of Pi's Character in novel Life of Pi
2. To find the development of Pi's character in film Life of Pi.
3. To find the influences of differences in the developments of Pi’s character

1.4Scope and Limitation
Statement of the problems directs the researcher to focus this research by
analyzing the difference of Life of PI both novel and movie. Because the are many
characters both in the novel and film, the researcher will focus on the main characters
in Life of PI and the reasons of the writer and producer in making them to be
different.

1.5 Research Significance.
Through this study and final project of this research, the writer expects that
the research can give addition information to all people who analyze about film
adaptation especially the differences between novel and film.
In addition, the writer hopes that this information gives many benefits for
many students who want to concern in literature department and want to analyze in
the same research with a different object.
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1.6 Research Methods
1.6.1 Research Design
This research is categorized as literary criticism. The researcher uses literary
criticism mode in the design on the study. The literary criticism can be the best mode
to analyze the data because literary criticism is directly connected to the literary work
analysis. It aims to gather an in-depth understanding of film adaptation research that
discussed about the differences of the main characters both in the novel and film.
This study uses the psycho analysis theory that combines with film adaptation
theory, especially the differences between the novel and film itself.
This research is designed to be some steps, first is deciding the object and the
topic of research. Then delivering to reason of why the researcher is interested in
analyzing that topic. Second is arranging the research questions about the information
which is needed by the researcher. Third is choosing the appropriate methodology.
Fourth is collecting the data. Five is analyzing the data. The last is concluding the
result of the analysis.

1.6.2 Data Sources
The primary data of this research is novel Life of Pi by Yann Martel published
in Knopf Canada, first published on September 2001. This book consist 401 pages.
Second is film Life of PI by Ang Lee that relished on 2012.
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In addition, the novel and film Life of Pi is one of true story. The novel itself
has been published in over forty countries and territories, representing well over thirty
languages, and both novel and film got American Award in different category.

1.6.3 Data Collection
In collecting data, the researcher has some steps to collect the data that needed
and can support the data analysis. First, the researcher read the novel to get the deep
understanding of the novel. Second, to get the rashness in analysis, the researcher also
mark the data that needed such as sentences, word, dialog, phrase, that different
between novel and film. The last, researcher classifies the data that related with the
research.

1.6.4 Data Analysis
After acquiring the data, the researcher defines the novel and movie Life of Pi as the
first data, and then the researcher is going to interpret the most important data
implying the form of the development of Pi's character both in novel and movie Life
of Pi one by one. Afterwards, those data will be linked again to the plot of the story to
know the influences the development of Pi's characters. Afterwards, the researcher
will analyze the data from novel and film, explaining and discuss it with all elements
of the theory used. Finally, the researcher will conclude the answer of all statement of
the problems.
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1.7 Definition of Key Terms
•

Film Adaptation

:

a displacement of literary work such as

novel, short story, comic, games and other written work to be a film.
•

Character

:

Qualities that make somebody, a

country, culture different from others.
•

Psychoanalysis

:

the theory of human mental

development and how the main works.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

In this chapter, the researcher provides the related literature to the research.
The related literature assists the researcher to conduct the researcher. It discusses
about adaptation film and literature, the elements of films, adaptation studies, the
function of film adaptation, the elements of films, and previous study.

2.1 Adaptation of film and literature
Film adaptation (cinema criticism) is an adaptation of a book, story, or other
form of written or graphic work into a film. This theory is called ecranization in
Indonesia.a word ecranization comes from French that is écranwhichhas ameaning
screen. The ecranization was introduced for the first time in Indonesia by
PamusukEneste in 1991 on his book, Novel dan Film. According to his opinion
ecranization is white gob, the removal or appointment of novel to movie.
After a century of cinema, movies have changed substantially, both
technologically and stylistically, but after a hundred years, mainstream cinema is still
telling and retelling stories, and most of those stories are still being (or have been)
appropriated from literary or dramatic sources, as much as 85 percent by some
calculations and accounts. Adaptation has always been central to the process of
filmmaking since almost the beginning and could well maintain its dominance into
the cinema’s second century.
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As we know literary work is always adopted from reality of life. Based on the
debates of Aristotle and Plato, who explain about their craft man and writer. Plato
said that the results of impersonation or depiction of reality (mimesis), that made by
the craft man and writer is only imagination from reality of life and it is very far from
the truth. Another hand, Aristotle said that the craft man and writer who make the
mimesis is not plagiarized but the process of producing novelty. Luckily now, their
argumentative is to be real in literary work and sometimes it will undergo
impersonation in the form of film adaptation.
Actually we live in a culture marked by the traces of thousands of texts. and
that original novel or play from which a film is adapted itself has an infinite number
of sources, which labeled in tertexts (Leitch, 2003). On the other meaning, movie and
novel are like a life of human that inspired others, and the adaptation is not always to
be a plagiarism.
Marry H. Synder wants to explore the film adaptation look like a marriage
couple. Actually, we never forget that literature and film are two kinds of things. In
marriage we not only think that they are two, but they are also one, a unit of sort,
especially with children involved. So, can a source text ever truly be thought of as
“one” as a unit? Is a marriage of media possible?
According to Marry H. Synder, film adaptation is like a marriage couple. He
has three reasons for this discussion. First, the concept of film adaptation seemed rife
with confusion and elusiveness as has always been the concept of marriage. We make
our rules about each other, then we band or break them, and we’re never quite for the
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good of whom or what that we do. Second, using the metaphor of marriage with
reference to film adaptation required a revolution of the way film adaptation was
viewed, and times him felt it was viewed quite negligently. We neglect to remember
that film adaptation is the combination of two mediums. three, as a writer of novel,
(in the revision process) who had the question put to me often as to whether he’d like
to see his work adapted to film, but also as an instructor investigating the union of
literature and film with his student. He’d heisted in considering the prospect of a film
adaptation of his own work. he said that film adaptation seemed to have very little to
do with attempts to make a good marriage out of two separate entities but only in
keeping them just that, separate, and analyzing them that way as well.
The marriage of novel to a film represented a new way of looking at film
adaptation, but perhaps a necessary view to take. It required that the film was as
beneficial to the novel as the novel was to the film, and it required that their marriage
produce an entity in itself that the media achieve in their commitment to each other.

2.2 Adaptation Studies
When the adaptation study has already to be a risk action since early 1950s
and Andre Bazin (1967) broke with critical orthodoxy and calling it by “impure
cinema” (film that adopted from the novel and plays), George Bluestone in 1957
created a new orthodoxy criticism with a good adaptation classic novels.
Since Bazin up to Blueston, the research of film adaptation has effloresced in
several directions such as: Shakespeare and film, modern language studies and film,
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cultural studies of various kind, intertextuality, and postmodernism. It had used for
the study of academy, the subject of many courses, dissertation, thesis, and books.
James M. Welsh said that he believes that one important direction for the
future is greater hyberdity. Films are based on multiple works, visual as well as
textual. Painting, photograph, news article, historical event, films, television shows,
and so on can be source of films; one loses some of the richness of this impure art by
limiting sources to novels and plays.
Actually we have seen that in performing literary analyzing, we must got what
actually we need in the research and apply it to the text. Based on the result in the
depth of exploration this system has some benefits, both for the critic and the text. It
can make the critic blooms and enlightens their understanding of the text from what
the approached used, and the text more open up to the discourse beyond this analysis
that good for any text. In the same condition, the perform film analysis, we can see
the various critical approach which has a good disposal, and the analyzing of films
also has a benefits to both critic and text like analysis which useful for literary text.
Although these critical approaches, and many overlap for studying both
literature and film, since they are textual-based critical approaches and both literature
and film produce text, help in exploring the text and seeing it from a different and
often fascinating perspective, these approaches also examine the elements of a text
and their usefulness and effectiveness. Those approaches require a text, but to do so
not only provides the opportunity to venture into territory previously uncharted when
analyzing a text. It also holds a text accountable for being complex enough and
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interesting enough to warrant examination and investigation. and such approaches
put at least some pressure on an artist, a creator, even an industry, to adhere to certain
standards in order to be considered of the quality deserving and capable of
withstanding rigorous critique. (Marry H. Snyder, 2011).

2.3 The Function of Film Adaptation
Many of people really want to know and always wonder why the adaptation
of film can be a famous in the world. Based on this cases, Hutcheon explain that in
general of such adaptations are increase and ask “Why, even according to 1992
statistics, are 85 percent at all Oscar-winning best pictures adaptation?” and Dudley
Andrew said that the making of film out of an earlier text is virtually as old as
machinery of film itself. Well over half of all commercial films have come from
literary original”. its mean that as long as the history of film, the film maker has a
good experiencing progress in his work, and half of the story of film adaptation is
come from the original literary work.
Beside those arguments before, other people said that the adaptation film is
one of way to get a high budged and financed. It was true but, the reason of
moviemaker in doing adaptation film is not only that but also wants to bring the
dreams of reader to be true. Some of reader feels exiting when they read a novel.
They drifting in their emotion and want the story in the novel can be true and
happened in their life. There for, the filmmaker has cooperation with the author of
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novel to make a new literary work that called film adaptation. If it is lucky, in many
ways it will be a great job and to be a win-win situation.
It has been proved from the opinion of Marry H. Snyder, in his book
Analyzing literature- to- film Adaptation a novelist’s Exploration and guide. He said
that it’s better that he thinks such a film project presents an exciting challenge to
filmmaker. Just as everyday readers do, fall in love with a story they’ve read and
want to see it brought to life in the medium that they excel in creating within, while at
the same time they have the opportunity to bring the story to life for large audience.
“Film makers can do with a novel what everyday readers can only wonder what
they’d do with it if they created a film from it”. (2011)
The process of film adaptation is beginning with the screenwriter, who can be
a director of work, but usually it will be a person who more know about particularly
adept at screenwriting. Sometimes the writers of the novel who writes the screenplay,
but often the screenwriters who asked to adapt a novel to the screenplay.
Horton Foote told us about the difficulty in adjusting the screen writing,
especially in writing screenplays based on novels and short stories. Foote remember
when the films were silent , and remembers the first talking picture that he saw, he
remember when his father cry in all the way and said “there ought to be a law against
making people cry like that” ( Writing for Film, 1988). In that time Foote did not
interest in talking about film, he wanted to be an artist. in fact he ended up in New
York city writing plays, which led to writing early television plays, then films.
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However in the next year, he was asked to make a screenplay for to kill a
mockingbird. Although there are little problem, it’s no matter, because in the end, his
adaptation was used in the film, and the film get appreciates in academy award for the
best screenplay and among other word. He said that adapting his own plays give
some certain problems, but adapting the work from other people is the most difficult
and painful process imaginable. (Mary H. Snyder, 2011).

2.4 Psychoanalysis
Psycho analysis was founded by Sigmund Freud :1856-1939 (Saul McLeod,
2007). Psychoanalysis is the theory of human mental development and how the main
works (Anthony Moreau, 2014). There are many experts who discussed about this
theory, such as: Sigmund Freud, Jean baudillard, Havigrust and Eric Ericson. Here
the researcher will use the psycho analysis from Eric Ericson.
The first stage is infancy or the oral-sensory stage. Something that we must do
here is to develop reliance without omitting the capacity of disbelief. If parents can
gives their baby some familiarity, consistency, and continuity, then, the baby can
believe that life in the world especially the social word, is safe place to him or her.
From parents, baby learns to believe his or her self and the biological urges that go
with it.
On the contrary, if parents do not care about the baby, if they reject the infant
or harm it, if they prefer to choose their own interest, it will make the child feel
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unconfident, scary, and distrustful to all people around him or her. It does not mean
that parents must be protective to their child.
Make the children to be balance in doing something. One of the sign that the
child is doing well in the first stage is if they want something that they need; they will
wait and not overly upset until their parents give it to them. When the parents going
to some places, the children will think that they believe to their parents. They
understand their parents are not to be perfect. If they not to be here immediately, the
child trust their parents will come here soon. This is the same ability for the future
including in love, careers, and many other domains of life.
The next is stage two. This stage explained about shame and doubt. This stage
is the time of the child begins to be a naughty. For example they look often run
everywhere and anywhere. Actually this character has been the habit for a child who
has already in two or three years old. On this period, the children want to develop
both self-control and self-esteem. So for parents, they only need to proud and give an
attention in developing those emotions. In this time, the child is very influenced by
important people around her or him.
For the third stage will explain about learning initiative without guilt.
Initiative means a positive response to the world's challenges, taking on
responsibilities, learning new skills, feeling purposeful. (Copyright 1997, 2006 C.
George Boeree). It was happened when they in four until five years old. In this age,
they seem fussier, and ask many questions to people around them especially to their
parents. This period is the time for child in improving their initiative or idea, for
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example is something like fantasy. They will easier to understand and listen to the
story of legend. Parents can improve child initiative by encouraging children to out
their idea.
The fourth stage is about industry versus inferiority. It happened on the child
whose age is six to twelve. This stage is time for child to learning about education
and society. Some of them are beginning to going to the school and doing their
homework. The motivation in studying is very high, because on their mind this thing
is new and very attractive. Unfortunately, they still need some attention from people
around him or her. There for, parents must control their child. According to Ericson,
we can inflict the child in third stage and fourth stage. We can see it from their way in
playing game. Usually, the third stage very love games, but they not really understand
about the rule of games. Sometimes they make or change their rules itself and if they
board in playing games, they will throw it everywhere. It is very different with child
in four stages. Actually, they have already understood about the rule of the games,
sometimes they feel worried to do the games, and they often getting upset if the game
does not have a conclusion in the end.
Stage five is adolescence; it is beginning with puberty around twelve years old
and will be ending on eighteen or twenty years old. for Ericson, this stage is the most
favorite stage for him, because here human begin to has an ego -knowing who you
are and how you fit in to the rest of society, C. George Boeree ; 2006 – and there are
many characters that changed from the child itself. It is the time for the child to know
her or his own identity. It’s very important for their sociality life. It was also the
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beginning for the child to like to other people who have a different gender with her or
him.
Stage six, now you are in the stage of young adulthood that is around eighteen
up to thirty years old. For people who have already in this age, they will more serious
in anything they do, for instance: achieves some degree of intimacy. Intimacy is the
ability to be close to others, as a lover, a friend, and as a participant in society.
Because you have a clear sense of who you are, you no longer need to fear "losing"
yourself, as many adolescents do, (C. George Boeree 2006). It is appear because the
child who has already been a man and woman, know their real identity, likes: who am
I, what must I do, etc. usually they also put some progress on their relationship such
as: I’ll getting married, I finish school, I have a job, and other claim that make them
known by other people.
The next stage is seventh; this stage is stage for people who middle adulthood.
The age is between a middle of twenty up to the last of fifty years old. The task here
is to cultivate the proper balance of generative and stagnation.
Generative is an extinction of love. The ego is highest than intimacy. If
intimacy want to love other person without a feet back from the person that he or she
loves, in generative, the person who loves others, they want given a love too from
people whom they love.
Stagnation or self-absorption, it is much needed for a person to balance their
emotional in order to care about their self too. Most of generative person, is only care
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about their ego and broke their life by working hard, drinks in the club, or do other
activity that make their bodies drop out.
The last stage is referred to delicately as late adulthood or maturity, happened
around sixty. It is very hard for human, because in this age all organ of body has been
already fragile and not really strong like they were young. There are some illnesses of
old age, such as: arthritis, diabetes, heart problem, concerns about breast and ovarian
and prostate cancer.

2.5 Previous Study
Some of students have already done in analyzing about Film Adaptation such
as: Alexandra Gentiana Casprov (2012) under title: Two Film Adaptations of
Larsson's novel, The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo: A Semiotic and Audiences
Reception Study.to find out how the two movie adaptations diverge in terms of
gender representation, production, graphic content, Ideological meaning, and cultural
representation as they attempt to target their Respective audiences. The difference
with this research is in the object of the study and the combination of the theory.
In other hand, LungitWawastiono, the student of English Education
Department (2013) gives his analyze that titled "WUTHERING HEIGHTS" A
Transformation from Novel into Film. This research told about the differences of the
element or aspect of novel with the film Wuthering Heights. The difference of this
research with Lungit’s research is in aspect of cooperation in the analysis the object
of the study.
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Furthermore, Alice in Wonderland: Development of Alice's Identity within
Adaptations by Henning Johannesenthe student of English Culture and Literature
department in Tromsǿ University (2011). How the discourses, which Alice
encounters on her side of the border and in Wonderland, shape her identity.
The researcher only fined a little from them, perhaps it is because this theory
still not familiar yet.
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CHAPTER III
DISCUSSION

This chapter will discussed about the analysis from this study. The analysis
focused on three research problems that have been mentioned before in the first
chapter. The data are classified into three categories: the development of Pi's
character in novel Life of PI, the development of Pi's character in movie Life of Pi,
and the influences of differences in the developments of PI’s characters. This analysis
will compare directly and implicitly the developments of Pi's characters between the
film and novel.

3.1 The developments of Pi's character in Novel Life of PI
Every people have their own characters. The characters of people were
created from many aspects in their life. It can happen because of the family, best
friend, the nearest person in their life or surrounding.
In this research, based on the first research question, researcher finds several
data that influence the development of Pi's character which created by Yann Martel in
the novel Life of Pi which is very different with the film that created by Ang Lee in
same tittle. Knowledge becomes an instrument to show characters in the novel . In
this part the researcher is going to discuss the finding of the development characters
which relate with the research question.
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3.1.1 The Development of Pi's Character in Learning Religion in the Novel Life
of Pi
When people were young, they obtained the first lesson which is attached in
our memory, and sometimes this lesson can be our motivation in life. Almost people
in the world are to be a success person because their first lesson. This kind of thing
also influential for our future because our develop character can shaped from this
lesson.
Pi whose the main character in Life of Pi, is a person who very interesting in
his first lesson, there are religion and the system of word work. Yann Martel told that
the first person who acquainted him to Hinduism was his auntie. when he was bornhe was in Madurai on that time, just arrived from his journey that spent seven hours if
used a train- his auntie who companied by his mother, bring him to the temple. She
felt very happy and begun to perform some religious obligation. A small seed about
Hinduism was permitted in his heart and grow and never stop. the story about
Krishna, cities, rivers, battlefields, forest, holy mountains, and deep seas w here the
Gods, human, and all creatures are life together was raised his imagination which
bring up some question "who are we?" and "why we stay here?".
"The figure in question for me was an older sister of Mother's, of a more
traditional mind, who brought me to a temple when I was a small baby." (Life
of Pi p. 47)
" I am a Hindu because of sculptured cones of red kumkum powder and
baskets of yellow turmeric nuggets, because of garlands of flowers and pieces
of broken coconut, because of the clanging of bells to announce one's arrival
to God, because of the whine of the reedy nadaswaram and the beating of
drums, because of the patter of bare feet against stone floors down dark
corridor pierced by shafts of sunlight, because of the fragrance of incense,
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because of flames of arati lamps circling in the darkness, because of bhajans
being sweetly sung, because of elephants standing around to bless, because of
colorful murals telling colorful stories, because of foreheads carrying,
variously signified, the same word- faith. (Life of Pi p.47)

Paragraph above shows the development of Pi's characters was include the
first stage. It was explained that Pi's characters was built from some familiarity,
consistency, and continuity that given by his auntie, one of person nearest with him.
Then, in the future he felt that Hinduism is a calm religion. With Hinduism he can
believe that he has a place in the world and safety in his life.
As long as the growth of Pi, he becomes a child who includes in the third
stage. Explained about learning initiative without guilt, like what Martel wrote in the
novel, Pi has a good initiative which showed by improving his imagination in
interpreting Hindu in his life. It happened when -for first time- he heard the
tremendous, cosmic might of loving kindness in Hindu Land, he think that it was a
Krishna speaking, then, he heard him and following him. Unfortunately, Martel not
explains and describes more about this stage. The data will ease to understanding:
“First wonder gives deepest; wonder after that fist in the impression made by
the first. I owe to Hinduism the original landscape of my religious
imagination, those towns and rivers, battlefields and forests, holy mountains
and deep seas where gods, saints, villains and ordinary people rub shoulders,
and, in doing so, define who and why we are. I first heard of the tremendous,
cosmic might of loving kindness in this Hindu land. It was Lord Krishna
speaking. I heard him, and I followed him. And in his wisdom and perfect
love, Lord Krishna led me to meet one man.” (Life of Pi p. 50).

The next part, Martel explains about Pi in fourteen years old. It was a time
when he was a familiar about Jesus and Christen. Martel describes it and includes it
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into stage five. This stage is special stage for Ericson, because it will explain a man
who in twelve up to eighteen years old. It’s time for a man having a high ego and
puberty in their life. Knowing who you are and how you fit into rest of society. In this
part, Martel shows the puberty of Pi's characters by his new experience about christen
when he spent the holiday with their family. Puberty is not only about interesting to
other gender, but also looking for something important or new experiences which
gives many impact for the life of human, and Pi do it.
"I walked around the church. It was a building unremittingly unrevealing of
what it held inside, with thick, featureless walls pale blue in color and high,
narrow windows impossible to look in through. A fortress" (Life of Pi p. 51).

According to the data, Pi was described as a person who gives priority to his
ego to fulfill his propensity in knowing about christen. He does not care about
statement which said that christen was a bad religion. He prefers to believe what he
see than what he hear before. His meeting with pastor and their conversation about
christen is the improving of children in that stage who begin to know or looking for
their identity.
After meeting christen and learning about that religion, Pi meet a new religion
that make him- one more time- to be interested to it. It was called by Islam. Although
Pi has an opinion that Islam crueler than christen, he felt that mosque is a place which
gives a calm and happy. It was continue by his meeting with a good man called Mr.
Khumar. Pi whose described by Martel as a boy in fifteen years old, and still entering
in stage five, a puberties boy- he begin to likes knowing and trying something new,
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something which is making them to be satisfied and find more about his identityfilling wonderful with the way of Mr. Khumar pray or communicate to his God. For
Pi, pray is look like hot-weather yoga for the Bedouins. Asanas without sweat,
heaven without strain. Learn that Islam is a beautiful religion which told about
brotherhood and deviation. The following data will give clear understanding:
"He stood straight. He muttered in Arabic. He brought his hands next to ears,
thumbs touching the lobes, looking as if he were to straining to hear Allah
replying. He bent forward. He stood straight again. He feels to his knees and
brought his hands and forehead to the floor. He sat up. He feels forward again.
He stood. He started the whole thing again"
“Why, Islam is nothing but an easy sort of exercise, I thought. Hot-weather
yoga for the Bedouins.Asanas without sweat, heaven without strain."(Life of
Pi p. 60).
"I challenge anyone to understand Islam, it's spirit, and not to love it. It is a
beautiful religion of brotherhood and devotion." (Life of Pi p. 61).
Because of something new that learned by Pi, and he felt that was very
interesting, he begin to do the way of Mr. Khumar pray to Allah which is bring him
to the new identity as a Moslem. When people meet his new identity and he agree
with it, he will try his best to create what he wants to be. It was proved the psycho
analysis about stage five was happened in a real life.

3.1.2 The Development of Pi's Characters in Learning Animals Character in the
Novel Life of Pi
Except religion, the development of Pi's characters also affected by the life of
animals in the zoo which managed by his father. Two part of stories in the novel told
that the process of animals’ life in the zoo gives some effect to Pi in the future.
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When he was young, around eight years old, he got a lesson about the danger of tiger.
His father gives a statement to him that tiger was not a good animals, he was not like
other animals. he also gives an important lesson to his children to improve his
statement by giving a life goat to the tiger. The following data will give clear
understanding:
"I am going to show you how dangerous tigers are," he continued. I want you
to remember this lesson for the rest of your lives."
" Babu stepped up to the trapdoor between the cages and started pulling it
open. In anticipation of satisfaction, Mahisa fell silent. I heard two things at
that moments: father saying: "Never forget this lesson" as he looked on
grimly; and the bleating of the goat. It must have been bleating all along, only
we couldn't hear it before."
"With sudden ease the trapdoor slid open. Silence fell again, except for
bleating and the click-click of the goat's hooves against the floor." (Life of Pi
p. 35)

From the data, the description of Martel about Pi, the child in eight years old
is suitable with these cases. Generally, the children on this age are like to studying
about education and society. It was happened because on their main, those kinds of
thing are new in their life. Unfortunately, they still need some attention from their
parents. They must control their child in doing anything. In Life of Pi, it was describe
by the inspiration of Pi's father in giving a new lesson about the dangers of tiger if we
near to him.
In the future, he just aware that he has two times in understanding about the
natural character of animals. Once he learn with his father, and second, when he
Richard Parker.
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The other story was happened when Pi met with his teacher and a Muslim
whose names are Mr. Khumar. They have similar names and both of them are like
with animals and zoo. They have a different word about animals and zoo, but those
words are a positive opinion for Pi. Here the data:
"Each to him was a triumph of logic and mechanics, and nature as a whole
was an exceptionally fine illustration of science. To his ears, when an animal
felt the urges to mate, it said "Gregol Mendel" recalling the father of genetic ,
and it was time to show it mattle,"Charles Derwin", the father of natural
selection and what we took to be bleating, grunting, hissing, snorting, roaring,
growling, howling, criping, and screeching where but the thick accents of
foreigners. " (Life of Pi p.26)
"He quoted from the Holly Qur'an: "In all this there are messages indeed for a
people using their reason."(Life of Pi p. 82)

According to the data, the words were very inspirative for the child like Pi. it
will give some inspiration or motivation for the children when they do something
more seriously. For example is when they entering in stage young adulthood, stage
six. This stage will experienced when they in eighteen up to thirty years old. This
cases also told by Martel in the novel. According to his writing, both Mr. Khumar
was an inspiration for Pi in learning about Zoology and religious studies at the
University of Toronto, and they were the prophet when he was a young. the following
data will give clear understanding:
"Mr. and Mr Kumar thougt me biology and Islam, Mr.and Mr. Kumar led me
to study Zoology and Religious studies at the University of Toronto. Mr. and
Mr. Kumar were the prophets of my Indian Youth". (Life of Pi p. 61).
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3.2 The Development of Pi's Character in Film Life of Pi
In this research, based on second research question, researcher finds several
differences scene that influence the development of Pi's character which created by
Ang Lee in movie Life of Pi. in film adaptation the director has their own opinion in
creating a literary work. Although the film was made by adopted the written work,
but there are some differences that found in the film. By that reason, Ang Lee creates
a main character -Pi- with a different aspect in development character.

3.2.1 The Development of Pi's Character in Learning Religion in the Movie Life
of Pi
In other aspect, Ang lee has a different way to describe the development of
Pi's character in the film. He makes the story simpler and eases the audiencesespecially for the people who do not like reading- for understanding it. he also give a
3D effect in showing the picture in order to make the audiences more interesting and
making it as a beautiful literature.
For the first part, when Pi got the first lesson about religion, In the film, Lee
told that Pi's mothers was the first person who taught him about Hinduism. Perhaps
he wants to explore about the word which said "mother is the first teacher for child"
by this scene. Here, Lee more accentuate showing Pi as a child who include in stage
three. Some data here will help to ease in understanding:
Pi adult: "None of us knows God until someone introduces us. I was first
introduced to God as a Hindu. There are 330 million gods in the Hindu
religion - how can I not come to know a few of them?"
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Pi adult: "I met Krishna first..mother said"
Mother : "Yashoda once accused baby Krishna of eating dirt: "Tut, tut, you
naughty boy - you shouldn't do
that..."
PI small: ...But he didn't!
Mother: That's what he told her. "I didn't
eat dirt!" "No? Well, then open
your mouth." So Krishna opened his
mouth.
Pi opens his mouth in imitation.
MOTHER: And what do you think Yashoda saw?
PI : What?
MOTHER :She saw in Krishna's mouth the whole entire universe.
Pi and Ravi's Bedroom, 1966 - Night
Pi has made a tent of his blanket, a flashlight glowing beneath the covers. In
his tent, Pi flips through the pages of a Hindu comic book, enthralled by the
story of Krishna...The panels of the comic book show Krishna's mouth falling
open, revealing stars and planets, the universe unfolding in wondrous detail.
(script Life of Pi P. 27-28)

If we see on the data, lee makes it simpler. he only focused on the part of child
in third stage by showed what usually they do, how they learn something new, and
how their emotion. In this time children will easier to learn something new by telling
story or see a picture (comic, poster, drawing etc). They begin to reach their
imagination with high angered and many question on their main. Same as Pi's
characters, he knows Hinduism from the story of his mother about Krishna and read a
comic that showing many pictures about that God. The high imaginations make him
to ask many questions and looking for the result by read a comic about Krishna. He
wants to know by his self about the answer of his question. The picture of 3D in
showing the planet gives other interest and emotion which showed bychild likes PI's
feeling when they see something new.
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The next scene, Lee told about the way of Pi in meeting the pastor and learn
about christen. In the film, Lee told that one day Ravi and Pi was spent holiday in
Munar, it was happened in third day of their holiday. For losing their boring, Ravi,
Pi's brother challenge Pi to run to the church and drink the holly water in that place.
When he was entering to the church, he spellbound directly with the paint and interior
of that build.
"RAVI : Challenge. I'll give you two rupees. Run into that church and drink
the Holy water.
INT. Catholic Church, 1973 - DAY
Pi leans down to the font beside the door and drinks. He's about to leave
again when he notices the stations of the cross depicted on plaques that
encircle the church."
PRIEST : You must be thirsty. Here, I brought you this. Not knowing what
else to do, Pi takes the glass and drinks. An awkward pause as he searches for
something - anything - to say. He finally points up to one of the paintings.
PI: Why would a god do that? Why would he send his own son to suffer for
the sins of ordinary people? The Priest smiles down upon Pi.
PRIEST: Because He loves us. God made Himself approachable to us human -so we could understand Him.
(MORE)
PRIEST (CONT'D): We can't understand God in all His perfection, but we
can understand God's son and His suffering as we would a brother's.(script
36-37).

If Martel told Pi as a strange child, with his high imagination, Lee describes Pi
as a normal child with normal delinquency who likes playing game, by accepts the
defiance of his brother. But he still gives an aspect of spiritual. Different with Martell
that describe Pi as a boy in fourteen years old when he know about christen, Lee
describe it as a boy in twelve years old. it was happened because-perhaps- the limited
of the actors.
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According to Ericsion, this age include to the fourth stage which is explained
about industry versus infiority. From the data, the researcher tries improve the
Ericson opinion about fourth stage in playing a game. As what Ericson said, the
fourth stage has already understood about the rule of playing a game. Sometimes they
seem worried about the game and are a looser.
Except that, Lee also describes Pi as a child that interested in something newalso happened in this stage-. It was showed when Pi interested to the paint and
interior of the church, and has a conversation with pastor which finally makes him to
be Christian. Unfortunately, the conversation here was made shorter than in novel.
Although there are some differences in telling the story, but they have a similar
meaning in it.
"41 INT. CATHOLIC CHURCH, MUNNAR, 1973 - DAY 41
Pi stands quizzing the priest near the altar.
PI : If God is so perfect and we're not, why would He want to create all this?
Why does He need us at all?
PRIEST: All you have to know is that He loves us. "God so loved the world
that He gave His only Son." This Son taught us to love one another.....
The priest's words continue as Pi leans in, listening.
ADULT PI (V.O.) : The more I listened to the priest, the more I came to like
this Son of God.".
(Script Life of Pi: 41)
Same as the novel, after meeting christen, God come to pi from other religion
called by Islam and the God is Allah. But it was very contras with the novel. It peel
clearly about the Islam, and told that Islam is the beautiful religion. it also said that Pi
believe for the person who have tried to understand about Islam and the spirit which
is contained in it, he/she will be falling in love with this religion. The Moslem that
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taught him about Islam was one of person who inspired him to learn about Zoology in
his University. The data will easier to understand:
" EXT. MUSLIM QUARTER, 1973 - DAY
43
As Pi wanders through the Muslim Quarter, the call to prayer plays out over
a loudspeaker affixed to the nearby mosque. Pi watches as people pray.
ADULT PI (V.O.) : God works in mysterious ways - and so it was He
introduced Himself again, this time by the name of Allah.
Pi crosses inquisitively up the few steps of a mosque in the Muslim quarter,
looking inside, where dozens of the FAITHFUL are lined up row upon row,
praying.(Script Life of Pi:43)

For the film, Ang Lee only describe that one day, Pi stand in front of a big
mosque, then someone from the mosque call him and ask him to come inside. There
is no event like what the writer said in the novel happened here. Perhaps it was
because the conception from American who majorities claim that Islam is a terrorist.

3.2.2 The Development of Pi's Characters in Learning Animals Character in the
Film Life of Pi
In the next scene, Pi got a lesson about giving a tiger food. According to
researcher, the lesson of giving food to tiger was given by Pi's father to given him
know that tiger is a danger animals. Perhaps sometimes the animals which seem very
cute, innocent are not always kinds of wild animals. They can have a wild side when
they protect their self from their enemy. Don't judge from the cover. We never know
when he eats us. Mr. Pateel tried to teach his children the way to read a character of
wild animals.
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Unfortunately, this part was different with the story in the film. For the Film,
Lee told that Pi ask Ravi to see their new tiger. His sense of curiosity which is very
high always makes him want to try something new. When he wants to give a little
meat to the tiger and saw his eyes, he feels that animals have a soul. There for he
want to try having a communication with him. In other hand, Ravi who feels afraid,
runs and call his father, the data will ease to understanding:
Pi holds the lamb through the bars, The tiger walks slowly down the hallway,
regarding Pi with a detached curiosity, as unthreatening in his manner as a
large housecat. Pi begins trembling from sheer excitement. He doesn't hear
the approach of uneven footsteps - Father appears, followed by Ravi. Just as
Richard Parker approaches the offering.
FATHER: "No!!!"
Father yanks Pi violently away from the cage, wrenching Pi's hand through
the bars. Richard Parker, startled, raises his head, hissing. He turns and
bounds back out through the gate at the other end of the hallway,
disappearing into the exhibit area. Father spins Pi around and shoves him
against the wall.
FATHER (CONT'D): "What are you thinking?! Are you out of your mind?
Who gave you permission to come back here? You have just ignored
everything I have ever taught you!
PI : "I just wanted to say 'Hello' to him."
FATHER: "You think that tiger is your friend. He is an animal, not a
playmate!
PI: "Animals have souls. I've seen it in their eyes."
............Father, Pi and Ravi watch as Selvam carries a goat into the
feeding area. (Script Life of Pi 47-51)

However, this differences happened because Lee want to show Pi as a boy
who religious and appreciate the life of animals. From the researcher opinion, it also
show that child in PI's stage still need a control from the parents when they doing
anything. If they do not get it, they will get many problems in his life, especially in
the development of their character.
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When Pi grows up to be adolescence, he meet with a beautiful woman whose
name is nandini. A young woman who very smart in dancing -Actually, we do not
found this part in the novel, because Martel did not told about it. it's only the
inspiration from Lee it self- his mother ask him to follow dancer privet, and one day
his teacher get sick, then make Pi changed him. Pi who describe as a person who very
interest in religion, see that the dance that danced byNandini has a meaning in every
his movement. Then he follows her and wants to ask about the meaning. Finally they
near each other, anNandini also one of the reason for Pi why he heavy to left the
Pondicherry.
" ADULT PI (V.O.) : Things changed after the day of Appa's lesson. The
world had lost some of its enchantment. School was a bore - nothing but facts,
fractions and French. Words and patterns that went on and on. I grew restless,
searching for something that would bring meaning into my life. And then I
met Anandi..."
ADULT PI (V.O.): "Mother made me study music, and one day my teacher
came down with the flu; he asked if I could take his place one afternoon
playing rhythms for a dance class."
Pi watches her, hopelessly in love, absent-mindedly drumming along. He is
drumming for a class of a dozen female students; ........ (Script Life of Pi p.5859)

Lee expressly want to add the romantic story in the film, because he wants to
show the audiences that generally the child in the same age like Pi was beginning to
like someone who has a different gender. In other hand, Lee also gives a little
religious meaning in the movement of the dance. Except that, he wants to give a
chance to show the Indian tradition which always give sing and dance in every scene
of film.
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On the other hand, the character of teacher and Muslim whose names are Mr.
Khumar was deleted. The limited of Character and time are the reason why those two
important characters did not found in the film, but the message about animals was
presented by Lee in Nandini's character. The data will make it clear:
EXT. THE ZOO EXHIBITS, 1977
Pi and Anandi stand at the Bengal Tiger cage, Pi proudly introducing Anandi
to the zoo's finest exhibit.
PI: And this is Richard Parker. He's the most magnificent creature we ever
had here. (Bead) Look at the way he's turning his head. Showing off - like a dancer.
ANANDI: No, he heard something - he's listening. You see?
Pi beams. (Script Life of Pi p. 62)

From the data, Pi learns that animals have their own way in expressing their
emotion or something that they do. Sometimes human has a mistakes in represent the
meaning of it. One more times Lee expressing Pi as a boy who very appreciates to the
animal’s life. In other hand, Lee also wants to show the social aspect from the
communication of those two teenagers in giving their opinion.
Finally the real challenge was came when his family and he immigrant to
Canada. On the middle of their journey, the ship sinks, and there is no one who life
except Pi. The miracle was happened in the morning, when Pi awake, he aware that in
his sekoci there was another passengers. Unfortunately, it was not a human, except
some animals from his father zoo- most of the animals was a dangerous animal, such
as: Zebra, Orang utan, hyena, and four hundred pounds Bengal tiger. Although so,
Pi still happy and afraid. He is happy because he meets his other family. He afraid
because the most the animals were entering to danger animals. As he grows with his
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knowledge that he gets from amazing people around him, he effort to survival his life
from that carnivore animal’s around 227 days in Ocean.
Pi spies a lifebuoy tied to a rope. He grabs it and heaves it as far as he can
across the water. OUT IN THE WATER, the lifebuoy splashes a few yards
away from the shadowy figure. The moment Pi feels the tug on the line, he
jumps into the uncovered part of the boat, lies back and begins hauling the
rope in. Nearly finished, he lifts his head to peer over the side and sees who
he's rescued.
PI (CONT'D) : Richard Parker? A beat - and then Pi realizes what he's done.
He scrambles backward in horror, trying to throw the rope overboard.(Script
life of Pi p.76)
To ease in understanding the analysis of Pi’s development character, the
researcher gives a table that gives an important point of the discussion topic.
Ericson’s Psychoanalysis

Novel Life of PI

Film Life of PI

The first stage: infacy or
the oral-sensory stage.
Develop relience without
omitting the capcity of
disbelief. Usally done by
the nearest people of
children

Life of Pi p. 47
Paragraph above shows the
development of Pi's
characters was include the
first stage. It was explained
that Pi's characters was
build from some
familiarity, consistency,
and continuity that given
by his auntie, one of
person nearest with him.

(script Life of Pi P. 27-28)
For the first stage Lee
shows us that Pi get the
firs lesson from his
mother. Perhaps Lee
explore about the word
which said " mother is the
first teacher for child" by
this scene. In other hand,
the child in this stage also
likes to learn somthing by
telling story or seeing the
picture like comic etc.

The third stage: Explained
about learning initiative
without guilt. Timne to
improving their initiative
or idea.

(Life of Pi p. 50)
Pi has a good initiative
which showed by
improving his imagination
in interpretingHindu in his
life. It happened when -for
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first time- he heard the
tremendous, cosmic might
of loving kindness in
Hindu Land,
Stage four: the industry vs (Life of Pi p. 35)
infiority. Times to children It was a good education for
learning about education
Pi who entering in eight
and society. It heppened in years to know that tiger is
children who enterin in six one of a wild animals, and
up to twelve years old
some good animals also
includes to the wild
animals

Stage five: explain a man
who in twelve up to
eighteen years old. It’s

(Life of Pi p. 51)
According to the data, Pi
was described as a person

(script Life of Pi 36-37),
(Script Life of Pi: 41), and
(Script Life of Pi: 43)
Lee discribe Pi as normal
child in twelve years old
who likes playing games.
According to Ericson, the
child who entering to this
age has already undrestand
about the rule of games,
Sometimes they seem
worried about the game
and are a looser.
In this stage, children
often interesting in
something new. It was
showed by the interesting
of Pi in Christen and Islam
religion.
(Script Life of Pi 47-51)
The lesson about wild
animals also heppened in
this age. The difference is
Lee wants to show Pi as a
boy who has sense of
curiosity which is very
high, religious and
appreciate the life of
animals.
(Script Life of Pi p.58-59
Lee expressly want to add
the romantic story in the
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time for a man having a
high ego and puberty in
their life. Knowing who
you are and how you fit
into rest of society.
He begins to like knowing
and trying something new,
something which is
making them to be
satisfied and find more
about his identity. In other
hand they also begind to
like other people who have
different gander.

who give priority to his
ego to fulfill his propensity
in knowing about christen.
he does not care about
statement which said that
christen was a bad religion.

film,
because he wants to show
the audiences that
generally the child in the
same age like Pi was
beginning to like someone
who has a different
gender, but he still
entering the religious
aspect to this scene in
dancing part.

(life of Pi p. 60-61)
When people meet his new
identity and he agree with
it, he will try his best to
create what he wants to be,
and PI do his best when he ( Script Life of Pi p. 62)
follows Mr. Khumar’s pray On the other hand, the
to Allah.
character of teacher and
Muslim whose names are
Mr. Khumar was deleted,
but Pi still got the other
lesson about animals from
his communication with
Nandini.
Stage six: stage young
(Life of Pi p.26) (Life of Pi (Script life of Pi p.76)
adulthood, arround 18p. 82) and (Life of Pi p. 61) Finally the real challenge
30nyears old. They more
The message about
was came when his family
serious in doing something animals from two Mr.
and he immigrant to
Khumar has been inpired
Canada. On the middle of
Pi in the future to learn
their journey, the ship was
more about zoology and
sink, and there is no one
religion in Toronto
who life except Pi. As he
University.
grows with his knowledge
that he gets from amazing
people around him, he
effort to survival his life
from that carnivore
animal’s around 227 days
in Ocean
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From those summaries, there are some differences in explaining the stage of
Ericson’s psychoanalysis in development of Pi’s character between novel and movie
Life of Pi. Actually, both Yann Martel and Ang Lee have one mission that is gives a
good literary work to the audiences, but they have their ways and opinions in create
it. Therefore, there are some differences that found by the reader or audiences when
they enjoy those kinds of literary work.
3.3 The Influences of differences in the Developments of PI’s Character between
Novel and Movie Life of Pi
Anthony Burgess said that novel is an invented prose narrative of
considerable length and certain complexity that deals imaginatively with human
experience. Novel is a beautiful writing which can generate imagination and emotion
of human. Sometimes novel is told about history, reality life of human, and
sometimes it only told about a fiction. Novel has a highly experienced in his writing.
Usually the part of novel told clearly by the writer, such as character. Character is one
of important point in the novel. Without character, novel cannot be understood by the
audiences.
Film is a literary works that shown by a visual effect. It was the most media
that liked by many people in this world. Some of people think that film is only
entertainment, but others have an opinion it is literary work, a beautiful literary work
in new version. The differences from novel, usually film shorter than novel, or there
are some effects like sound, picture, setting in order to the audiences feel satisfied
when they watch that film. According to Boy, as an art of audio-visual storytelling,
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film is a medium of communication rich with social implication created within
different social, historical and cultural contexts.
Film adaptation is transition from one literary work in order to be a new
literary work. According to William Costanzo the mayor difference between books
and film is that visual images stimulate our perceptions directly. There for there are
many critics and praise ejected by many people to that literature. It was normal when
literature made by people get a good or bad respond from the reader or audiences,
because not all people like reading the novel or watching the movie. Therefore there
are many people who like reading the novel, not really satisfied when they watch the
film, or people who watch the movie not interested to read the novel.
Life of Pi is one of film adaptation that adopted from novel. From the
differences that explained by researcher before, both novel and film Life of Pi has
many influences and shortage, there are:
3.3.1 The Influences of differences in the Developments of PI’s Character on
Novel Life of Pi
In Life of Pi, the novel has a different way with the film in telling the
development of Pi’s characters. The writer uses a beautiful language in explaining
every moment which connected with the character of PI. Like Martel’s explanation
about the first way of Pi in knowing Hindu as the first religion in his life. In novel
Martel told detailed the causes of Pi entering to Hinduism with a beautiful language
order and wonderful like a poem. Although the language likes a poem, it still eases to
understand by the reader. Martel also completed the explanation of difficult word
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which find in the novel. There for, the reader can more drift off and enjoy when they
read the novel. Perhaps it never found if we watch the film.
The detailed of the novel also shown when we read the other chapters. The
writer peels the overall about the content of the novel. Begin from the character,
condition of the character, some people and events that influence his development to
become Pi, the main character in the novel; setting, etc. novel get a sensor after the
novel published, but the film, get it from the beginning of the movie maker itself.
There for there are many part of the film adaptation which not suitable with the novel.
Sometimes it was deleted because the limited time and character.
By reading novel we can create and improve our imagination in understanding
the novel. From that imagination, we can imagine the character or setting from the
novel like what we want. According to Joseph Conrad, by reading novel we can
watch, hear and feel the language of the story. Different with watching the film, we
only follow the imagination of the director and this cases make the audiences do not
get a fantastic sensation like the reader.
Reading novel also increase our astuteness in understanding an event. It
happened because sometimes writer gives a simple word but has a great meaning
which makes us think hard to understand it, or on the contrary, the wonderful word
only has a simple meaning but very important for our life. Martel shows it in his
novel Life of Pi. There is much wise word which contains the important thing about
God, word work, animal, and life. Actually the wise word also extended in the film,
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but it was only some of them and we do not need to think more about the meaning
because the director make ease the audiences understand by the picture.
On the other hand, reading novel can gives the reader much new knowledge.
To make a good novel, sometimes the writer gives important information which
makes the story of the novel more interesting, sharp and perhaps the reader do not
know before. Like novel Life of Pi which gives many information about something
that always need by all human in this world, such as: word work, God with the
religion, the way to confront a wild animals, or methods which of Pi which he did
when he hold out his life in middle of sea, lonely. It will give many benefits to people
who like in traveling and looking for the meaning of life.
From those reasons, it will be known that reading novel is important to all
people in this world. It can be addition for motivation of life, appreciate every literary
work that made by other people and criticize it in order to make it always be better
than before and have a high quality like literary work in the past time.
3.3.2 The influences of differences in the developments of PI’s characters on
Film Life of Pi
Different with the novel, film Life of Pi was shorter than the novel. There are
many editing that found in the film. It was normally, because film has his opinion in
making the script of the film. Happily, although the film is shorter than novel, Ang
lee can repair that problem by 3D motion picture. Because of this effect, there are
many audiences that interested and contented when watch the movie.
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In growing of Pi’s characters, Ang Lee makes a differences in some scene of
film, such as: the way and time of Pi in knowing new religions -christen which begin
with the challenges from Ravi to Pi for showing the most word which is familiar and
doing by children in their time, Islam which does not told detail because the
sentimental of western with that religion, and both of them happened in the same age,the causes of Pi in learning the character of wild animals, deleting Mr.Khumar in
screenplay, - explained before- etc. this scene got editing before the production of
film-perhaps- it was because the limited of actor. Luckily, Ang Lee can involve these
cases. Although it explained shortly, but the audiences can understood and got the
important message of the film.
In some scene, Ang Lee also adding one special character named Nandini, a
beautiful woman who very likes with dance. Just for remember, the character
“Nandini” never found in the novel. In this point, Lee wants to show the romantic
scene that always happen in human life especially when they in puberty. In other
hand, he also wants to show the original culture of India. For audiences, it never
complete when see an Indian movie without the Romantic and the song and dancing
of India. The unique of this scene, Lee still put the religion aspect by showing the
symbolism of the dancing which did by Nandini. Unexpectedly, this scene gives
some good attractions to the film.
The other influences of the film in describe the development of Pi’s characters
is happened when Pi effort to save his life from the accident. On the contrary, if
Martel make the novel more serious by telling all something that he did in order to
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save from that accident, with many wild animals in sekoci, Ang Lee chosen to make
that scene into dramatic version by giving a movement which depict Pi and his friend
Richard Parker recalled that they ever has a small family and life happily. But now
they have been lost sink in the sea together with the ship. Perhaps Lee wants the
audiences know the feeling of people who suddenly lose their family.
According to researcher, film adaptation which usually has many differences
with the novel is not always bad because in fact the director has his opinion to
produce a fantastic film without deleting the meaning or message from the novel
itself. Novel and film are kinds of literary work. They can inspired each other, but
remember they has a different process in every creation.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter researcher delivers the conclusion about the study and
suggestion. The conclusion of this study covers the summary of the finding, while the
suggestions are intended to give information to the next researchers who are
interested in doing further research of the similar study.
4.1 Conclusion
According to the previous finding and discussion in previous chapter, the
researcher concludes the result of this study that there are some differences in
drawing the development of Pi's characters between novel and film Life of Pi. both
Yann Martel and Ang Lee has their own way in describing the main character of the
literary work without deleting the main message to the rider and audiences. The
differences were found based on the psycho analysis by Eric Ericson.
In the novel, Yann Martel create the characters of Pi as a smart and critics boy
who has high imagination and many question in his life, especially about God,
religion and animals. For the first beginning, he distinguishes Hinduism from his
aunty who brings him to the temple to do the tradition of that religion. The first
lesson which is attached in every Child's memories, is gives a motivation in Pi's life.
In five years old, in stage three with Hindus religion. It was the first step for Pi to
know the other religion and wants learn more about it. It was known when he was a
fourteen up to fifteen years old, entering stage five. The puberty’s time and looking
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for his real identity which ended by having three religions there are Hindu, Christen,
and Islam.
In other aspect, Martel told that the development of Pi's character also
affected in the zoo which processed by his father itself. Pi's father did it when Pi
entering to eight years old which means he is in four stage. He gives an important
lesson about learning the character of wild animals, like tiger, orang utan, hyena,
zebra and elephant. The other lesson about animals was gotten from two special
people whose names are Mr. Khumar- Pi's teacher and a Muslim- who has their own
opinion about animals like the researcher told before.
The differences in the film were shown by Lee in some scene of the movie. In
the movie, a person who gives the first lesson about Hindu religion is Pi's mother and
this lesson given when Pi in five years old. Lee chooses twelve years old boy to
portray the character of Pi when he knows about Christen and Islam. He more create
a characters Pi as a normal boy with interested to something new and challenges from
other people. Because of this representation, the study of character the wild animals
happened because the curiosity of Pi about his new tiger. there is no the character of
Mr. Khumar in the film, on the contrary, Lee adding a new character whose name
Nandini, a beautiful woman who make a young Pi who entering a seventeen years old
falling in love. Beautifully, he did not omit the religion aspects to Pi's characters. For
the picture of the movie, Lee gives a 3D picture animation in order to give an
interesting to the audiences.
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Although there are many differences which found in both novel and film Life
of Pi, but they have each flagship. They have their opinion and the style of delivery in
giving the message from the literary work that they done. Novel, which has linguistic
as his media, always use a beautiful language and detailed explanation in telling the
story. Magically, the writing in the novel can make the reader hear, watch, and feel
the novel's content like they watch a movie. Novel Life of Pi serves the detailed of
the story without losing or adding the other scene and characters because there is no
limited time or actors. This novel not only can increase your imagination but also
give more knowledge about God, wild animals and the way in saving human life
from the ship sinks accident. This novel is very suitable for people who like travelling
especially use a ship.
On the other side, the superiority from the film shown from the 3D motion
picture except that, Ang Lee also abridge the story of the film in order to make the
audiences easier in understanding the film. He describes PI as a smart boy who very
interesting to the religion but still has mischief like a normal boy, such as: challenge,
competition, and all something new which happened in his life. Nevertheless, to give
some interesting for the audiences, he adding special scene which told about
romance, but still entering the religious aspect by showing the symbolism of the
dance which did by Nandini. This scene also has purpose to dish up the culture of
India that already exist in every Bollywood movie. The movie also edited to be more
dramatic when Pi effort to save his life from the accident. Lee present Pi’s and
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Richard's feeling when they remember their family who has already sinks in the sea.
The success of the film is proved by many appreciations from American award.
The process of looking for God that did by Pi is one of example of humanity
of human. On Islam religion, this event also happened in some Muslim children.
Sometimes they ask to their parents who God is, where He is, and How He is. This
simple question has a big answer and special trick in explaining to the children. Islam
has discussed this cases and giving good resolution in order to make the children ease
to know and understand about God. Parents can introduce God from the attribute of
God, for the first attribute is Al-Khaliq which the meaning is the creator, we show to
the children about something that created by God likes animals, universe, the process
in making human. In other hands, we can teach the children to say thanks to God for
anything that we got such as: limb, healthy, established etc. slowly, we teach them to
analyze the causes of the gift from God. Finally, they know who God is.
4.2. Suggestion
The researcher hopes that this research will be one of the inputs to the
Comparative literature field. Here researcher also gives suggestion related to this
study; hopefully this study will help students or other researchers to have more
understanding in analyzing literary works using film adaptation theory. Furthermore,
the next researcher is suggested to the three things below:
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•

The next researchers can use another interesting works to be analyzed using
film adaptation’s theory by psychoanalysis approach. The next researcher also
can use the other theory to be approach of film adaptation theory.

•

The next researcher can do comparative literature using different theory and
different topic of the literary work.

•

The next researcher can analyze Life of Pi both novel and film from different
point of view or continue in analyzing the film adaptation using
Psychoanalysis of different character in the story. Considering that novel and
film are really complex with the differences of film adaptation especially for
the development of main character, so the next researcher can go on to
analyze it.
However, the researcher realizes that this thesis is not the perfect one. There

are still many mistakes and lacks. Therefore, this thesis is widely open criticisms and
suggestions.
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APPENDIX
No. The Development of Pi’s Character in Novel
Life of Pi
"The figure in question for me was an older sister
1.
of Mother's, of a more traditional mind, who
brought me to a temple when I was a small
baby."
" I am a Hindu because of sculptured cones of red
2.
kumkum powder and baskets of yellow turmeric
nuggets, because of garlands of flowers and
pieces of broken coconut, because of the clanging
of bells to announce one's arrival to God, because
of the whine of the reedy nadaswaram and the
beating of drums, because of the patter of bare
feet against stone floors down dark corridor
pierced by shafts of sunlight, because of the
fragrance of incense, because of flames of arati
lamps circling in the darkness, because of bhajans
being sweetly sung, because of elephants
standing around to bless, because of colorful
murals telling colorful stories, because of
foreheads carrying, variously signified, the same
word- faith.
3.
“First wonder gives deepest; wonder after that fist
in the impression made by the first. I owe to
Hinduism the original landscape of my religious
imagination, those towns and rivers, battlefields
and forests, holy mountains and deep seas where
gods, saints, villains and ordinary people rub
shoulders, and, in doing so, define who and why
we are. I first heard of the tremendous, cosmic
might of loving kindness in this Hindu land. It
was Lord Krishna speaking. I heard him, and I
followed him. And in his wisdom and perfect
love, Lord Krishna led me to meet one man.”
"I walked around the church. It was a building
4
unremittingly unrevealing of what it held inside,
with thick, featureless walls pale blue in color
and high, narrow windows impossible to look in
through. A fortress"

Page
(Novel Life of Pi p. 47)

(Novel Life of Pi p.47)

(Novel Life of Pi p. 50).

(Novel Life of Pi p. 57)

(Novel Life of Pi p. 60)
5.

“He stood straight. He muttered in Arabic. He

brought his hands next to ears, thumbs touching
the lobes, looking as if he were to straining to
hear Allah replying. He bent forward. He stood
straight again. He feels to his knees and brought
his hands and forehead to the floor. He sat up. He
feels forward again. He stood. he started the
whole thing again"
“Why, Islam is nothing but an easy sort of
exercise, I thought. Hot-weather yoga for the
Bedouins. Asanas without sweat, heaven without
strain”.

6.

begins hauling the rope in. Nearly finished, he
lifts his head to peer over the side and sees who
he's rescued.
PI (CONT'D) : Richard Parker? A beat - and
then Pi realizes what he's done. He scrambles
backward in horror, trying to throw the rope
overboard”
I challenge anyone to understand Islam, it'sspirit,
and not to love it. It is a beautiful religion of
brotherhood and devotion."

(Novel Life of Pi p. 61).

7.

I am going to show you how dangerous tigers
are," he continued. I want you to remember this
lesson for the rest of your lives."
" Babu stepped up to the trapdoor between the
cages and started pulling it open. In anticipation
of satisfaction, Mahisa fell silent. I heard two
things at that moments: father saying :
"Neverforget this lesson" as he looked on grimly;
and the bleating of the goat. It must have been
bleating all along, only we couldn't hear it
before."
"with sudden ease the trapdoor slid open. Silence
fell again, except for bleating and the click-click
of the goat's hooves against the floor."

(Novel Life of Pi p. 35)

8.

" Each to him was a triumph of logic and
mechanics, and nature as a whole was an
exceptionally fine illustration of science. To his
ears, when an animal felt the urgue to mate, it
said "Gregol Mendel" recalling the father of
ginetic , and it was time to show it
mattle,"Charles Derwin", the father of natural

(Novel Life of Pi p.26)

selection and what we took to be bleating,
grunting, hissing, snorting, roaring, growling,
howling, criping, and screeching where but the
thick accents of foreigners. "

9.

"He quoted from the Holly Qur'an: "In all this
there are messages indeed for a people using their
reason."

(Novel Life of Pi p. 82)

10.

Mr. and Mr Kumar thougt me biology and Islam,
Mr.and Mr. Kumar led me to study Zoology and
Religious studies at the University of Toronto.
Mr. and Mr. Kumar were the prophets of my
Indian Youth".

(Novel Life of Pi p. 61)

No.
1.

The Development of Pi’s Character in Movie
Life of Pi
Pi adult: "None of us knows God until someone
introduces us. I was first introduced to God as
a Hindu. There are 330 million gods in the
Hindu religion - how can I not come to know a
few of them?"
Pi adult: "I met Krishna first.. mother said"
Mother : "Yashoda once accused baby Krishna
of eating dirt: "Tut, tut, you
naughty boy - you shouldn't do
that..."
PI small:.But he didn't!
Mother: That's what he told her. "I didn't
eat dirt!" "No? Well, then open
your mouth." So Krishna
opened his mouth.
Pi opens his mouth in imitation.
MOTHER: And what do you think Yashoda
saw?
PI : What?
MOTHER :She saw in Krishna's mouth the
whole entire universe.
Pi and Ravi's Bedroom, 1966 - NightPi has
made a tent of his blanket, a flashlight glowing
beneath the covers. In his tent, Pi flips through
the pages of a Hindu comic book, enthralled by

Page
(Script Life of Pi 36-37.)

2..

the story of Krishna...The panels of the comic
book show Krishna's mouth falling open,
revealing stars and planets, the universe
unfolding in wondrous detail.
Pi stands quizzing the priest near the altar.
PI : If God is so perfect and we're not, why
would He want to create all this? Why does He
need us at all?
PRIEST: All you have to know is that He loves
us. "God so loved the world that He gave His
only Son." This Son taught us to love one
another.....
The priest's words continue as Pi leans in,
listening.
ADULT PI (V.O.) : The more I listened to the
priest, the more I came to like this Son of God.".

(Script Life of Pi: 41)

3.

As Pi wanders through the Muslim Quarter, the
call to prayer plays out over a loudspeaker
affixed to the nearby mosque. Pi watches as
people pray.
ADULT PI (V.O.) : God works in mysterious
ways - and so it was He introduced Himself
again, this time by the name of Allah.
Pi crosses inquisitively up the few steps of a
mosque in the Muslim quarter, looking inside,
where dozens of the FAITHFUL are lined up
row upon row, praying.

(Script Life of Pi:43)

4.

Pi holds the lamb through the bars, The tiger
walks slowly down the hallway, regarding Pi
with a detached curiosity, as unthreatening in
his manner as a large housecat. Pi begins
trembling from sheer excitement. He doesn't
hear the approach of uneven footsteps - Father
appears, followed by Ravi. Just as Richard
Parker approaches the offering.
FATHER: "No!!!"
Father yanks Pi violently away from the cage,
wrenching Pi's hand through the bars. Richard
Parker, startled, raises his head, hissing. He
turns and bounds back out through the gate at
the other end of the hallway, disappearing into
the exhibit area. Father spins Pi around and
shoves him against the wall.
FATHER (CONT'D): "What are you thinking?!

(Script Life of Pi 47-51)

5

Are you out of your mind? Who gave you
permission to come back here? You have just
ignored everything I have ever taught you!
PI : "I just wanted to say 'Hello' to him."
FATHER: "You think that tiger is your friend.
He is an animal, not a playmate!
PI: "Animals have souls. I've seen it in their
eyes."
............Father, Pi and Ravi watch as Selvam
carries a goat into the
feeding area.
ADULT PI (V.O.) : Things changed after the
Script Life of Pi p.58-59
day of Appa's lesson. The world had lost some
of its enchantment. School was a bore - nothing
but facts, fractions and French. Words and
patterns that went on and on. I grew restless,
searching for something that would bring
meaning into my life. And then I met Anandi..."
ADULT PI (V.O.): "Mother made me study
music, and one day my teacher came down with
the flu; he asked if I could take his place one
afternoon playing rhythms for a dance class."
Pi watches her, hopelessly in love, absentmindedly drumming along. He is drumming for a
class of a dozen female students; ........

6.

EXT. THE ZOO EXHIBITS, 1977
Pi and Anandi stand at the Bengal Tiger cage, Pi
proudly introducing Anandi to the zoo's finest
exhibit.
PI: And this is Richard Parker. He's the most
magnificent creature we ever had here. (Bead)
Look at the way he's turning his head. Showing
off - like a dancer.
ANANDI: No, he heard something - he's
listening. You see?
Pi beams. (Script Life of Pi p. 62)

(Script Life of Pi p. 62)

7.

Pi spies a lifebuoy tied to a rope. He grabs it and .(Script life of Pi p.76)
heaves it as far as he can across the water. OUT
IN THE WATER, the lifebuoy splashes a few
yards away from the shadowy figure. The
moment Pi feels the tug on the line, he jumps
into the uncovered part of the boat, lies back and
begins hauling the rope in. Nearly finished, he
lifts his head to peer over the side and sees who

he's rescued.
PI (CONT'D) : Richard Parker? A beat - and
then Pi realizes what he's done. He scrambles
backward in horror, trying to throw the rope
overboard”
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